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Ten Great Works of Philosophy 2002-03-01
in its vast scope this book presents the continuum of western
philosophy ranging from ancient greece to nineteenth century america
it traces the history of our civilization through the seminal works of
its most influential thinkers each philosopher in this volume made
intellectual history each created a revolution in ideas each
reaffirmed man s view of himself as a sentient being capable of
creating order out of the baffling contradictions of existence and the
most powerful reflections and speculations of each are represented
here plato apology crito and the death of socrates from phado
aristotle poetics st ansem the ontological proof of st ansem from
proslogium st thomas aquinas st thomas proofs of god s existence from
the summatheologica rené descartes meditations on the first philosophy
david hume an inquiry concerning human understanding immanuel kant
prolegomena to any future metaphysics john stuart mill utilitarianism
william james the will to believe



Central Works of Philosophy: The twentieth
century: Quine and after 2005
volume 1 gives readers a deep understanding of the contribution that
the ancient greek and medieval philosophers have made to contemporary
philosophical debate from plato to william of ockham the philosophical
texts covered offer a remarkable insight into a world out of which our
present way of thinking emerged

Philosophical Works of Lady Mary Shepherd
2000-10-15
this collection confirms that mary shepherd is an unjustly neglected
figure in modern philosopher it will be especially interesting to
students of berkeley and hume david raynor very little is known about
the life and work of lady mary shepherd 1777 1847 and yet she is
undoubtedly one of the most important women philosophers of the early
modern period whewell is reputed to have used one of her books as a
text at cambridge and sir charles lyell said of her that she was an



unanswerable logician in whose argument it was impossible to find a
loophole or flaw exceptionally well read and analytically clear she
made a significant scholarly contribution to the philosophical
discussion and debate surrounding the work of hume berkeley and others
this the first modern edition of shepherd s writings includes her two
major philosophical works an essay upon the relation of cause and
effect 1824 a critique of hume s view of causality and essays on the
perception of an external universe and other subjects 1827 a
refutation of berkeley s idealism also included is her first anonymous
publication enquiry respecting the relation of cause and effect 1819
and two shorter pieces there is a growing interest in the contribution
of women writers to the history of philosophy however limited access
to original texts has prevented a serious and systematic examination
of their doctrines shepherd s philosophical works deserve the careful
consideration of contemporary historians and philosophers but until
now have been largely unavailable to the modern reader a reevaluation
of her works is long overdue and this new collection is a welcome
addition to thoemmes press s list very rare works by an eminent and
increasingly prominent woman philosopher of the scottish enlightenment
no single library in the world has all these works available for the



first time in a modern edition includes critical reponses to leading
figures of early modern philosophy introduction with biographical
detail on shepherd and account of her works

Philosophical Works Including the Works on
Vision 1985-01-01
peter chaadaev emerges from the pages of history as one of russia s
most provocative and influential thinkers the purpose of this book is
to present the reader with the first english translation of most of
his philosophical writings during the first half of the nineteenth
century chaadaev incited a violent polemic concerning the historical
significance of russian culture his ideas concerning russia s real
mission in the world still provoke controversy in the soviet union in
fact no edition of most of his works has ever been published in the
soviet union until the gorbachev era our english translation with
commentaries was done in the conviction that these writings should be
made available to the english reading public the background material
in this book is expository we have not attempted to write a complete



biographical study of chaadaev nor have we tried to offer an analysis
of chaadaev s philosophy the point of view is simply that of two
scholars who admire chaadaev s insights into philosophy in general and
the philosophy of history in particular so the background material has
been limited to a biographical sketch of chaadaev and a brief
explanation of his major ideas

Philosophical Works of Peter Chaadaev
2012-12-06
central works of philosophy is a major multi volume collection of
essays on the core texts of the western philosophical tradition from
plato s republic to the present day the five volumes range over 2 500
years of philosophical writing covering the best most representative
and most influential work of some of our greatest philosophers each
essay has been specially commissioned and provides an overview of the
work clear and authoritative exposition of its central ideas and an
assessment of the work s importance together these books provide an
unrivaled companion for studying and reading philosophy one that



introduces the reader to the masterpieces of the western philosophical
canon the period 1900 60 which this volume covers witnessed changes in
logical and linguistic analysis far beyond anything dreamt of in the
previous history of the subject the volume begins with chapters on the
key texts of the cambridge philosophers moore russell and wittgenstein
which together marked the emergence of analytical philosophy the
vienna circle of the 1920s and the development of logical positivism
in the 1930s and 1940s are represented by chapters on two fundamental
works by carnap and ayer william james pragmatism which formulated
pragmatism s epistemology and made it known throughout the world
represents in the volume the distinctive ideas of the american
pragmatists essays on husserl s the idea of phenomenology heidegger s
being and time sartre s being and nothingness and merleau ponty s
phenomenology of perception cover the core texts of the hugely
significant phenomenological movement of the linguistic philosophy
that dominated the english speaking world in the immediate postwar
years wittgenstein s philosophical investigations and ryle s the
concept of the mind are discussed in turn the volume concludes with
karl popper s influential account of the nature of science volume 4
covers the key works of philosophy written in the period 1900 60 which



witnessed developments in logical and linguistic analysis far beyond
anything dreamt of in the previous history of the subject the volume
includes chapters on central works by the cambridge philosophers moore
russell and wittgenstein which together contributed to the emergence
of analytic philosophy the ideas of the vienna circle of the 1920s and
the logical positivism of the 1930s and 1940s are explored in chapters
dealing with the works of carnap and ayer and the distinctive ideas of
the american pragmatists are discussed in a chapter on william james
pragmatism which propagated pragmatism by presenting its central
tenets in a clear and accessible form essays on husserl s the idea of
phenomenology heidegger s being and time sartre s being and
nothingness and merleau ponty s phenomenology of perception cover the
core texts of the continental european traditions of phenomenology and
existentialism of the linguistic philosophy that dominated the english
speaking world in the immediate postwar years wittgenstein s
philosophical investigations and ryle s the concept of mind are
discussed in turn the volume concludes with a chapter on karl popper s
influential account of the nature of scientific method in his seminal
work the logic of scientific discovery



Central Works of Philosophy v4 2015-01-28
good press presents to you this carefully created volume of the
greatest works of immanuel kant this ebook has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices contents introduction immanuel kant by
robert adamson kant s inaugural dissertation of 1770 three critiques
the critique of pure reason the critique of practical reason the
critique of judgment critical works prelogomena to any future
metaphysics fundamental principles of the metaphysic of morals the
metaphysics of morals philosophy of law or the science of right the
metaphysical elements of ethics pre critical works and essays dreams
of a spirit seer idea of a universal history on a cosmopolitical plan
preface to the metaphysical foundations of natural science perpetual
peace a philosophical essay of the injustice of counterfeiting books
criticism criticism of the kantian philosophy by arthur schopenhauer
immanuel kant 1724 1804 was a german philosopher who according to the
stanford encyclopedia of philosophy is the central figure of modern
philosophy kant argued that fundamental concepts of the human mind
structure human experience that reason is the source of morality that



aesthetics arises from a faculty of disinterested judgment that space
and time are forms of our understanding and that the world as it is in
itself is unknowable kant took himself to have effected a copernican
revolution in philosophy akin to copernicus reversal of the age old
belief that the sun revolved around the earth

Philosophical Works 1980
a collection of philosophical writings by john locke one of the most
influential thinkers of the enlightenment as well as a critical
assessment of his life and ideas by james augustus st john this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of



keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Greatest Works of Immanuel Kant 2023-11-28
ranging over 2 500 years of philosophical writing this five volume
collection of essays is an unrivalled companion to the study and
reading of philosophy central works of philosophy provides both an
overview of particular works and clear and authoritative expositions
of their central ideas giving readers the resources and confidence to
read the works themselves these books offer remarkable insights into
the ideas out of which our present ways of thinking emerged and
without which they cannot fully be understood volume 3 introduces
readers to the age of idealism from which twentieth century western
philosophy emerged the volume begins with kantbs critique of pure
reason which determined much of the course of nineteenth century
philosophy and ends with the moral and political philosophy of stuart
mill perhaps the only philosopher in this volume to evade kantbs
influence also included are works by two post kantian idealists fichte
and hegel as well as schopenhauer kierkegaard marx and nietzsche
contributors include curtis bowman stephen evans michelle grier



michael inwood dale jacquette jonathan riley tom rockmore and rex
welshon

Ancient and medieval 2005
jerzy perzanowski s ideas were based on an original blend of logic and
ontology in what he called onto logic where the slash is meant to
suggest a quotient of ontology by logic perzanowski began as a
logician his early works being on modal logic then gradually shifted
his interest to logical philosophy meaning not so much philosophy of
logic as philosophy informed by logic perzanowski was a rare breed of
analytical philosopher who thought that a philosophical theory of
everything was worthwhile in this systematic spirit he began with
method he presented his method of total analysis and synthesis quite
simply reduce the object of research to its simplest possible
constituents and then combine them in some way better still combine
them in every possible way thereby producing a space of possibilities
analogous to and in certain cases identical with the logical space
thus analysis and synthesis differ from a trivial disassembly and
reassembly



Philosophical Works 2023-07-18
an illuminating celebration of more than 80 of the world s most
important thinkers this book explores the fascinating stories of their
lives their loves and their pioneering ideas introduced with a
stunning portrait of each featured philosopher entries trace the ideas
and beliefs and the relationships and rivalries that inspired the
great thinkers and influenced their work providing revealing insights
into what drove them to question the meaning of life and come up with
new ways of understanding the world lavishly illustrated with
photographs and paintings of philosophers their homes friends studies
and their personal belongings together with pages from original
manuscripts first editions and correspondence this book introduces the
key ideas themes and working methods of each featured individual
setting their ideas within a wider historical and cultural context
charting the development of ideas across the centuries in both the
east and west from ancient chinese philosophy to the work of
contemporary thinkers philosophers provides a compelling glimpse into
the personal lives loves and influences of the great philosophers as
they probed into life s big ideas



The Works of Dugald Stewart: Philosophical
essays 1829
the works of aristotle the famous philosopher by aristotle aristotle
384 bc 322 bc 1 was a greek philosopher and polymath a student of
plato and teacher of alexander the great his writings cover many
subjects including physics metaphysics poetry theater music logic
rhetoric linguistics politics government ethics biology and zoology
together with plato and socrates plato s teacher aristotle is one of
the most important founding figures in western philosophy aristotle s
writings were the first to create a comprehensive system of western
philosophy encompassing ethics aesthetics logic science politics and
metaphysics aristotle s views on the physical sciences profoundly
shaped medieval scholarship and their influence extended well into the
renaissance although they were ultimately replaced by newtonian
physics in the zoological sciences some of his observations were
confirmed to be accurate only in the 19th century his works contain
the earliest known formal study of logic which was incorporated in the
late 19th century into modern formal logic



Central Works of Philosophy 2005
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original
due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally
important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original
work

Philosophical Works 1911
reprint of the original first published in 1875 the publishing house
anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age
these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to
preserve these books and make them available to the public so that
they do not get lost



Art of Philosophy 2013-05-02
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that
this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading
experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format
that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an
easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Philosophers 2019-09-05
what makes for a philosophical classic why do some philosophical works
persist over time while others do not the philosophical canon and



diversity are topics of major debate today this stimulating volume
contains ten new essays by accomplished philosophers writing
passionately about works in the history of philosophy that they feel
were unjustly neglected or ignored and why they deserve greater
attention the essays cover lesser known works by famous thinkers as
well as works that were once famous but now only faintly remembered
works examined include gorgias encomium of helen jane adams women and
public housekeeping w e b dubois whither now and why edith stein s on
the problem of empathy jonathan bennett s rationality and more while
each chapter is an expression of engagement with an individual work
the volume as a whole and eric schliesser s introduction specifically
address timely questions about the nature of philosophy disciplinary
contours and the vagaries of canon formation

The Works of Dugald Stewart: Elements of the
philosophy of the human mind 1829
フェノロサの弟子として日本美術学界の巨星 岡倉天心 その代表作 この明治に書かれた茶道論は 現代の茶道界批判としても依然として通用し 茶道を
通しての卓抜な東洋思想論としても評価される 明治美術界の重鎮 岡倉天心が 茶道を通して 東洋精神を西欧に紹介し 内外に名声を博した名著 宗匠



臭のないその清新な思想は 近代茶道の美学のバイブルとして評価されるのみならず 膨大な底辺を擁しながら 精神を忘れ ただ形式に流れる現代茶道へ
の峻烈な批判として 大きな今日的意義を持つ

The Philosophical Works of David Hume 1854
contents m iovchuk g v plekhanov and his writings on the history of
philosophical thought in russia introduction selected philosophical
works volume iv i works on n g chernyshevsky n g chernyshevsky
introduction to the 1894 german edition of the book n g chernyshevsky
1890 addenda for the german edition of the book n g chernyshevsky 1894
n g chernyshevsky 1909 part one n g chernyshevsky s philosophical
historical and literary views section one n g chernyshevsky s
philosophical views section two n g chernyshevsky s historical views
section three n g chernyshevsky s literary views chernyshevsky in
siberia 1913 ii works on v g belinsky belinsky and rational reality
1897 v g belinsky vissarion grigoryevich belinsky 1811 48 1909 on
belinsky 1910 iii works on a i herzen a i herzen and serfdom 1911 a i
herzen s philosophical views 1912 speech by a i herzen s graveside in
nice april 7 1912 iv reviews p y chaadayev on m herschensohn s book
the history of young russia on m herschensohn s book historical notes



on v y bogucharsky s book a i herzen notes name index subject index

The Philosophical Works 1964
some works of philosophy also stand as significant contributions to
literature and some works of literature have profoundly influenced
philosophy written expressly for high school and college students this
reference insightfully introduces ten widely studied works of
philosophical literature individual chapters discuss plato s republic
augustine s confessions dante s divine comedy more s utopia voltaire s
candide goethe s faust kierkegaard s either or nietzsche s thus spoke
zarathustra huxley s brave new world and borges labyrinths an
introductory chapter considers such issues as the nature of
philosophical literature and the volume closes with a selected general
bibliography despite plato s banning of poets from the ideal community
some works of philosophy also stand as significant contributions to
literature and some works of literature have profoundly influenced
philosophy such works have the power to challenge provoke and move the
reader and they upset complacent assumptions and demand new thinking
they also draw on the resources of language and literature to explore



enduring issues written expressly for high school and college students
this reference conveniently introduces ten widely studied works of
philosophical literature

The Philosophical Works of David Hume 1854
esteemed for providing the best available translations philosophic
classics modern philosophy features complete works or complete
sections of the most important works by the major thinkers as well as
shorter samples from transitional thinkers first published in 1961
forrest e baird s revision of philosophic classics pearson education s
long standing anthology available in split volumes continues the
tradition of providing generations of students with high quality
course material using the complete works or where appropriate complete
sections of works this anthology allows philosophers to speak directly
to students for more information on the main combined anthology or the
additional period volumes please see below philosophic classics from
plato to derrida 6 e isbn 10 0205783864 philosophic classics volume i
ancient philosophy 6 e isbn 10 0205783856 philosophic classics volume
ii medieval and renaissance philosophy 6 e isbn 10 0205783902



The Works of Aristotle the Famous Philosopher
2013-10-07
esteemed for providing the best available translations philosophic
classics modern philosophy features complete works or complete
sections of the most important works by the major thinkers as well as
shorter samples from transitional thinkers first published in 1961
forrest e baird s revision of philosophic classics continues the
tradition of providing generations of students with high quality
course material using the complete works or where appropriate complete
sections of works this anthology allows philosophers to speak directly
to students

The Works of George Berkeley ...: Philosophical
works, 1732-33: Alciphron. The theory of vision
1901
greek philosopher and plato disciple aristotle 384 322 bce radically



altered the direction of western philosophy he is remembered as one of
the greatest philosophers in history the roman statesman and
philosopher cicero once referred to his writing style as a river of
gold and because of the breadth of his ideas and their subsequent
impact on the study of science logic philosophical argument and
theology many people have come to refer to him as the philosopher

Diderot's Early Philosophical Works (1911)
2009-02
the second and final volume of the most authoritative english language
edition of spinoza s writings the collected works of spinoza provides
for the first time in english a truly satisfactory edition of all of
spinoza s writings with accurate and readable translations based on
the best critical editions of the original language texts done by a
scholar who has published extensively on the philosopher s work the
centerpiece of this second volume is spinoza s theological political
treatise a landmark work in the history of biblical scholarship the
first argument for democracy by a major philosopher and a forceful



defense of freedom of thought and expression this work is accompanied
by spinoza s later correspondence much of which responds to criticism
of the theological political treatise the volume also includes his
last work the unfinished political treatise which builds on the
foundations of the theological political treatise to offer plans for
the organization of nontyrannical monarchies and aristocracies the
elaborate editorial apparatus including prefaces notes glossary and
indexes assists the reader in understanding one of the world s most
fascinating but also most difficult philosophers of particular
interest is the glossary index which provides extensive commentary on
spinoza s technical vocabulary a milestone of scholarship more than
forty five years in the making the collected works of spinoza is an
essential edition for anyone with a serious interest in spinoza or the
history of philosophy

Philosophical Works of the Late James Frederick
Ferrier 2023-12-13
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important



and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction
of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Philosophical Works 2018-10-09
first published in 1905 this reissued edition of the philosophical
works of francis bacon is an edited collection based upon the



definitive seven volume edition of 1857 translated and prefaced by
robert leslie ellis and james spedding of great historical
philosophical and scientific interest this collection brings together
translations of bacon s most important works including the novum
organum the de augmentis scientarium the parasceve and the de
principiis atque originibus as well as works originally written in
english such as the valerius terminus and the filum labyrinthi the
reissue offers a comprehensive and provocative collection of the key
writings of the man we now consider to be the father of empiricism who
popularised inductive methodologies for scientific inquiry all works
include prefaces by robert leslie ellis and james spedding and the
collection includes an introductory note from the editor john m
robertson

Ten Neglected Classics of Philosophy 2017
new and old perspectives on metaphysics life and our entire existence
book 1 thomas aquinas the italian philosopher thomas aquinas has had a
major impact on christian theology the up rise of scholasticism and
the roman catholic church his summa theologica and other works are



renowned and they emphasize the five pieces of evidences that god
exists book 2 david hume david hume was a scottish philosopher and
historian he was also known for his essays and economic analyses he
supported empiricism skepticism and naturalism in his own little way
which sheds light on life and reasoning in a distinct manner he has
propagated in various ethical ways book 3 erasmus he stood for
humanism children s right and theological ideologies that he wasn t
afraid to spread across the dutch nation which was going through some
dramatic transformations at that time his political and theological
ideas should not be ignored and as a christian philosopher he has had
a huge impact on the distant culture of the netherlands protestantism
and more book 4 john locke although considered as a pure politician
and idealist by some john locke s philosophical views on life have
inspired many to take a step back and reassess the nature of
governments property and human rights he was an advocate of freedom
and liberty his influence cannot be underestimated when looking at the
philosophical debates that have been held since his time let alone
during his lifetime book 5 immanuel kant immanuel kant was born in the
18th century in prussia so actually he wasn t originally from germany
nonetheless he set the stage for german philosophy in the following



century according to kant philosophy is the result of human reasoning
he reasoned about metaphysics intelligible objects and ethics book 6
plato he founded one of the first organized academies in western
civilization his standings on life and perceptions have been quoted
and referred to worldwide for centuries as well as his main student
aristotle he wrote about metaphysics epistemology and education book 7
rene descartes read more about the genius man who used logic and
evidence to figure out the realism of life laid the foundation of the
17th century rationalism he drew conclusions based on reasoning that
makes sense his rhetoric included statements about god the universe
and our perceptions of reality theories from this works have
contributed greatly to the philosophical stage the people were at
during his life book 8 friedrich nietzsche friedrich nietzsche s
influence on the world of philosophy has undoubtedly been impressive
so what are we to think of this german thinker is his look on life and
the universe truly negative or was he just misunderstood what does it
take to get to the deep meaning of his words his book der wille zur
macht the will to power refers to what nietzsche most likely thought
to be the driving force in human beings namely accomplishment ambition
and trying to become the highest out there read more about the answers



to these questions and others in this brief but powerful guide to
nietzsche s life theories works and prominent quotes book 9 karl marx
communism has been frowned on and praised equally among the nations
some communist nations have collapsed other ones are still intact in
one way or another find out what went through the man s mind who
invented this system as a response to the increasing gap between the
rich and the poor and the exploitation he feared would only grow some
critical thinking can help you get a more sophisticated perspective on
the reasons why his ideology has or has not worked and the differences
between how his theories and views were applied in various areas in
the world

茶の本 1971-07-30

Philosophical Works 2020-03-14
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